Expert solutions for transporting industrial materials.
As North America’s leading provider of environmental services, Waste Management is well prepared with the experience, equipment, and logistics infrastructure to transport your industrial by-products safely, reliably and responsibly. We can also work with you to minimize the process residuals you generate and maximize the material value of your operations.

**Expert Source for Your Transportation Needs**

Rely on Waste Management for a matchless array of solutions for managing and transporting your industrial by-products. We can also help you reconsider the nature and value of those materials and recommend strategies for making the decisions most advantageous to you, geographically and economically.

Whether you have a single drum or a trainload of materials to be managed, we can identify the environmental and economic issues associated with those materials, provide a host of solutions, and recommend those most appropriate to your situation.

Rely on us for well-maintained, up-to-date vehicles and equipment operated by trained, dependable industry professionals. Our competitively priced services are available throughout the United States and Canada to meet your transportation requirements – from ordinary to unusual, from simple to complex. Our extensive industrial services include roll-off containers, bulk hauling, small-quantity collection, and many other offerings. (See list of services at right.)

Let us apply our knowledge, experience and nationwide capabilities to your challenges, helping you achieve your sustainability objectives while driving bottom-line growth for your organization.

**Transportation Service Excellence**

At Waste Management, we view every business transaction as an opportunity to build a long-term relationship with our customers. We will work closely with you to understand your business today and anticipate your materials transportation needs tomorrow. Our services can include:

- Logistics and transportation design
- Quality control and follow-up
- Strict safety monitoring and enforcement
- Assistance with DOT, EPA and NESHAP recordkeeping requirements
- Drivers trained in safety and emergency response
- Assistance with preparation of shipping papers
- Ongoing consultative services to adopt as your business evolves

**INDUSTRIAL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES**

**BULK HAULING**
- Bulk tankers
- Pneumatic trailers
- Pumper trucks
- Vacuum trucks

**ROLL-OFF CONTAINERS**
- Covered containers
- Custom-designed containers
- Demolition containers
- Sealed sludge containers
- Soil containers
- Specialty containers
- Water-tight containers

**OTHER SERVICES**
- Bulk liquid storage
- Dewatering boxes
- Dump trailers
- Rock dumps
- Flatbed trailers
- Rail transport
- Short-body trucks with lift gates
- Vacuum boxes
- Van trailers
- Walking floor trailers

**SMALL-QUANTITY COLLECTION**
- Bagster® Dumpster in a Bag®
- Dock pickup
- Drums
- Gaylord shipping boxes
- Less Than Truck Load (LTL) Totes

*Check with your representative for available services in your area.*
Industrial Roll-Off Services

At Waste Management, we focus on providing superior service and value to each customer. We maintain every roll-off container to ensure safety and environmental compliance. We train our drivers to deliver your roll-off containers on time and place them in the most convenient and accessible locations available. And we service the containers in accordance with the highest professional standards. By attending to these details – and so many others – we set the standard for excellence for permanent and temporary roll-off services.

In most locations, Waste Management remains on call to make emergency pickups when the volume of materials generated is higher than anticipated. In most areas, we also offer same-day service.

Container Management Services

Waste Management provides safe, dependable and affordable transportation and materials management of drum containers bearing both hazardous and non-hazardous materials, for businesses large and small. In addition, we strive to provide superior customer service, including professional account set-ups, routine on-time deliveries and collections and solutions-oriented customer support.

Because the cost of handling and transporting drums can frequently surpass the costs of their actual materials management, Waste Management is committed to helping customers develop a collection and materials management plan that keeps these costs to a minimum.

Drum management services can be arranged on an on-call or scheduled basis. “LTL” (less than truck load) services for single drums, and full-truck-load management services are also available.

Vacuum Trucks

Whether the job site requires a supersucker or a fleet of vacuum tankers, Waste Management can harness the necessary resources and talent to keep your project on schedule and on budget. Both drivers and laborers are fully trained and current with their Hazwoper certifications. You can have confidence that the job’s safety is our utmost priority.

Specialized Trucking

To be economically feasible, large-scale construction and remediation projects often require the use of specialized trucks. Our wide-ranging network of transportation specialists can quickly and affordably obtain any type or quantity of transportation equipment, including end dumps, demolition trailers, and tandem and pup trailers. We can seamlessly dovetail the importing of backfill with soil export and arrange for the soil to be delivered and professionally applied in preparation for landscaping, paving or construction.

Rail Services

Waste Management provides rail services to customers with rail access and those in proximity to a spur. Our service utilizes the nation’s vast rail network to provide affordable access directly to sites that may be hundreds, or even thousands, of miles away.
Beyond transportation services, rely on Waste Management’s Sustainable Services team to help you reduce, or even eliminate, by-products. In the process, we can guide you to ways to streamline operations and drive bottom-line growth.

Our far-reaching solutions enable us to look at your resource use in a holistic way and apply efficiencies learned in other industries to your specific situation. We can evaluate every aspect of your business and recommend strategies for operating more sustainably at every level of your operations.

For us, by-products are no longer something to get rid of – they are resources. We’re adept at finding value in the materials our customers are used to throwing away. Give us a call and let’s discuss how we can help your business recover part of that value.

For more information about the transportation solutions available in your area, contact your Waste Management Manufacturing & Industrial sales representative at 1-800-963-4776 or visit WMSolutions.com.
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